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COMMENTARY AND SUMMARY
This report contains the attestation review reports of the
U.S. Department of Justice’s Drug Enforcement Administration, Federal
Bureau of Prisons, National Drug Intelligence Center, Office of Justice
Programs, and Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces Program’s
annual accounting and authentication of drug control funds and related
performance for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2011. The Office of
the Inspector General performed the attestation reviews. The report and
annual detailed accounting of funds obligated by each drug control program
agency is required by 21 U.S.C. §1704(d), as implemented by the Office of
National Drug Control Policy Circular, Drug Control Accounting, dated
May 1, 2007.
The Office of the Inspector General prepared the reports in accordance
with attestation standards contained in Government Auditing Standards,
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. An attestation
review is substantially less in scope than an examination and, therefore,
does not result in the expression of an opinion. We reported that nothing
came to our attention that caused us to believe the submissions were not
presented, in all material respects, in accordance with the requirements of
the Office of National Drug Control Policy Circular, and as otherwise agreed
to with the Office of National Drug Control Policy.
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U.S. Department of Justice
Office of the Inspector General

Washington, D.C. 20530

Office of the Inspector General’s Report on
Annual Accounting and Authentication of
Drug Control Funds and Related Performance

Administrator
Drug Enforcement Administration
U.S. Department of Justice
We have reviewed the accompanying Office of National Drug Control
Policy (ONDCP) Detailed Accounting Submission, which includes
Management’s Assertion Statement, Table of Drug Control Obligations, and
the related disclosures; and the Performance Summary Report, which
includes Management’s Assertion Statement and the related performance
information, of the U.S. Department of Justice’s Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2011. The
DEA’s management is responsible for the Detailed Accounting Submission
and the Performance Summary Report.
Our review was conducted in accordance with attestation standards
contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. An attestation review is substantially less in
scope than an examination, the objective of which is the expression of an
opinion on the ONDCP Detailed Accounting Submission and the Performance
Summary Report. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Management of the DEA prepared the Detailed Accounting Submission
and the Performance Summary Report to comply with the requirements of
the ONDCP Circular, Drug Control Accounting, dated May 1, 2007, and as
otherwise agreed to with the ONDCP.
Based on our review, nothing came to our attention that caused us to
believe that the Detailed Accounting Submission and the Performance
Summary Report for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2011, are not
presented, in all material respects, in conformity with the ONDCP’s Circular,
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Drug Control Accounting, dated May 1, 2007, and as otherwise agreed to
with the ONDCP.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of DEA
management, the ONDCP, and the U.S. Congress, and is not intended to be
and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.

Mark L. Hayes, CPA, CFE
Director, Financial Statement Audit Office
Office of the Inspector General
U.S. Department of Justice
January 18, 2012
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U.S. Department of Justice
Drug Enforcement Administration
Detailed Accounting Submission
Table of Drug Control Obligations
For Fiscal Year Ended September 30, 2011
(Dollars in Millions)
FY 2011
Actual
Obligations
Drug Obligations by Budget Decision Unit and Function:
Construction
Investigations
Total Construction
Diversion Control Fee Account
Investigations
Intelligence
Prevention
Total Diversion Control Fee Account

$
$

0.106
0.106

$

275.321
8.144
0.037
283.502

$

Domestic Enforcement
Intelligence
Investigations
Prevention
Total Domestic Enforcement

$

$

180.606
1,511.143
2.145
1,693.894

International Enforcement
Intelligence
International
Total International Enforcement

$

23.764
462.889
486.653

State and Local Assistance
State and Local Assistance
Total State and Local Assistance

$
$

12.867
12.867

Total Drug Control Obligations

$

2,477.022 *

High-Intensity Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA) Obligations

$

15.754

$

* Includes obligations of carryover unobligated balances
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U.S. Department of Justice
Drug Enforcement Administration
Detailed Accounting Submission
Related Disclosures
For Fiscal Year Ended September 30, 2011
Disclosure 1: Drug Methodology
The mission of the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) is to enforce the controlled substances
laws and regulations of the United States and to bring to the criminal and civil justice system of the
United States or any other competent jurisdiction, those organizations, and principal members of
organizations, involved in the growing, manufacture, or distribution of controlled substances
appearing in or destined for illicit traffic in the United States; and to recommend and support non
enforcement programs aimed at reducing the availability of illicit controlled substances on the
domestic and international markets. In carrying out its mission, the DEA is the lead agency
responsible for the development of the overall Federal drug enforcement strategy, programs,
planning, and evaluation. The DEA's primary responsibilities include:


Investigation and preparation for prosecution of major violators of controlled substances laws
operating at interstate and international levels;



Management of a national drug intelligence system in cooperation with Federal, state, local, and
foreign officials to collect, analyze, and disseminate strategic and operational drug intelligence
information;



Seizure and forfeiture of assets derived from, traceable to, or intended to be used for illicit drug
trafficking;



Enforcement of the provisions of the Controlled Substances Act and the Chemical Diversion and
Trafficking Act (CDTA) as they pertain to the manufacture, distribution, and dispensing of
legally produced controlled substances and chemicals;



Coordination and cooperation with Federal, state and local law enforcement officials on mutual
drug enforcement efforts and enhancement of such efforts through exploitation of potential
interstate and international investigations beyond local or limited Federal jurisdictions and
resources;



Coordination and cooperation with other Federal, state, and local agencies, and with foreign
governments, in programs designed to reduce the availability of illicit abuse-type drugs on the
United States market through non-enforcement methods such as crop eradication, crop
substitution, and training of foreign officials;



Responsibility, under the policy guidance of the Secretary of State and U.S. Ambassadors, for all
programs associated with drug law enforcement counterparts in foreign countries;
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Liaison with the United Nations, Interpol, and other organizations on matters relating to
international drug control programs; and



Supporting and augmenting U.S. efforts against terrorism by denying drug trafficking and/or
money laundering routes to foreign terrorist organizations, as well as the use of illicit drugs as
barter for munitions to support terrorism.

The accompanying Table of Drug Control Obligations was prepared in accordance with the Office
of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP) Circular, Drug Control Accounting, dated May 1, 2007
and a September 3, 2008 updated memo showing function and decision unit. The table represents
obligations incurred by the DEA for drug control purposes and reflects 100 percent of the DEA’s
mission.
Since the DEA’s accounting system, the Unified Financial Management System (UFMS), does not
track obligation and expenditure data by ONDCP’s drug functions, the DEA uses Managerial Cost
Accounting (MCA), a methodology approved by ONDCP to allocate obligations tracked in DEA’s
appropriated account/decision units to ONDCP’s drug functions.
Data: All accounting data for the DEA are maintained in UFMS. UFMS track obligation and
expenditure data by a variety of attributes, including fund type, allowance center, decision unit
and object class. UFMS was implemented in the first quarter of FY 2009. One hundred percent
of the DEA’s efforts are related to drug enforcement.
Other Estimation Methods: None.
Financial Systems: UFMS is the information system the DEA uses to track obligations and
expenditures. Obligations derived from this system can also be reconciled against enacted
appropriations and carryover balances.
Managerial Cost Accounting: The DEA uses allocation percentages generated by MCA to
allocate resources associated with the DEA’s three decision units to ONDCP’s drug functions.
The MCA model using an activity-based costing methodology provides the full cost of the
DEA’s mission outputs (performance costs). The table below shows the allocation percentages
based on the DEA’s MCA data.

The DEA Budget Decision Unit
Construction Account
Diversion Control Fee Account

Domestic Enforcement

International Enforcement
State and Local Assistance

Allocation
100.0%
97.11%
2.87%
0.01%
89.21%
10.66%
0.13%
95.12%
4.88%
100.00%
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ONDCP Function
Investigations
Investigations
Intelligence
International
Investigations
Intelligence
Prevention
International
Intelligence
State and Local Assistance

The DEA’s financial system began recording obligations in the appropriated three decision
units and the Diversion Control Fee Account in FY 2008.
Decision Units: One hundred percent of the DEA’s total obligations by decision unit were
associated with drug enforcement. This total is reported and tracked in UFMS.
Full Time Equivalents (FTE): One hundred percent of the DEA FTEs are dedicated to drug
enforcement efforts. The DEA’s Direct FTE total for FY 2011, including Salaries & Expenses
(S&E) and Diversion Control Fee Account (DCFA) appropriations, was 9,804 through pay
period 19, ending September 24, 2011.
Transfers and Reimbursements: High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA) transfers and
reimbursable obligations are excluded from the DEA’s Table of Drug Control Obligations since
they are reported by other sources.
Disclosure 2: Methodology Modification
The DEA’s method for tracking drug enforcement resources has not been modified from the method
approved in FY 2005. The DEA uses current Managerial Cost Accounting (MCA) data to allocate
FY 2011 obligations from three decision units to ONDCP’s drug functions.
Disclosure 3: Material Weaknesses and Other Findings
For the FY 2011 financial statement audit, DEA received an unqualified audit opinion with one
significant deficiency related to the data retrieved from STRIDE to populate the Evidence footnote
on the FY 2011 Financial Statements.
DEA concurs with this finding and has addressed the necessary corrective action. The information
reported as of September 30, 2011 in the Notes to the Financial Statements is accurate and
represents a disclosure with no financial impact. The resolution resulted in a recommendation of no
additional action required for this matter on the NFR by auditors.
DEA has not received the signed audit opinion at this time. The distribution of the FY 2011 final
audit report is expected January 2012 after the consolidated statements are completed and printed.
Disclosure 4: Reprogrammings and Transfers
There was no reprogramming in FY 2011.
The DEA had several transfers during FY 2011 (see the attached Table of FY 2011
Reprogrammings and Transfers). The DEA had 18 transfers into its S&E account - one transfer
from the Department of Justice (DOJ), Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS) Meth
funding in the amount of $8,283,400, six transfers from ONDCP’s High Intensity Drug Trafficking
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Area (HIDTA) program totaling $15,456,391, one transfer from Department of State (DOS) for the
Merida initiative in the amount of $1,000,000, four transfers for the Afghanistan initiative totaling
$48,283,000, and six internal transfers from expired FY 2006/FY 2007/FY 2008/FY 2009 and FY
2010 S&E funds to DEA’s S&E No-Year fund totaling $60,551,634. Also, the DEA had 5 transfers
out of its S&E account - two transfers to the Department of Justice’s Narrowband Communications
Office totaling $1,632,689 and three transfers to DOJ’s Working Capital Fund totaling $360,798.
Transfers under the Drug Resources by Function section in the Table of FY 2011 Reprogramming
and Transfers are based on the same MCA allocation percentages as the Table of Drug Control
Obligations.
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S:\ONDCP\FY 2011\Submissions\DEA Revised Submission\
Revised FY 2011 Table of Drug Control Obligations_Final.xlsx
Transfer In and Out

HIDTA Transfers

Total

State & Local Assistance
State & Local Assistance
State & Local Assistance Total

International Enforcement
International
Intelligence
Prevention
International Total

Domestic Enforcement
Investigations
Intelligence
Prevention
Domestic Total

Diversion Control Fee Account
Investigations
Diversion Control Fee Account

$

$

Drug Resources by Account/Budget Decision Units and Function:
Construction
Investigations
Construction Account

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$

$

15.456

118.118

8.283
8.283

2.407
46.876
49.283

6.456
54.019
0.077
60.552

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Transfers In

-

Reprogrammings

U.S. Department of Justice
Drug Enforcement Administration
Table of Reprogramming and Transfers
For Fiscal Year Ended September 30, 2011
(Dollars in Millions)

$

$



(62.545) $

-

0.000
0.000
0.000
-

(6.669) $
(55.797)
(0.079)
(62.545)

-

-

-

-

Transfers Out

-

-

-

-

15.456

55.573

8.283
8.283

2.407
46.876
49.283

(0.213)
(1.778)
(0.002)
(1.993)

Total
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U.S. Department of Justice
Drug Enforcement Administration
Performance Summary Report
Related Performance Information
For Fiscal Year Ended September 30, 2011
I.

PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

Performance Measures
The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) is committed to bringing organizations involved
in the growing, manufacturing, or distribution of controlled substances to the criminal and civil
justice system of the U.S., or any other competent jurisdiction. To accomplish its mission, the
DEA targets Priority Target Organizations (PTOs), which represent the major drug supply and
money laundering organizations operating at the international, national, regional, and local levels
that have a significant impact upon drug availability in the United States. Specifically, the
DEA’s PTO Program focuses on dismantling entire drug trafficking networks by targeting their
leaders for arrest and prosecution, confiscating the profits that fund continuing drug operations,
and eliminating international sources of supply. As entire drug trafficking networks from
sources of supply to the distributors on the street are disrupted or dismantled, the availability of
drugs within the United States will be reduced.
In its effort to target PTOs, the DEA is guided by key drug enforcement programs such as the
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces (OCDETF) program. The DEA, through the
OCDETF program, targeted the drug trafficking organizations on the DOJ’s FY 2011
Consolidated Priority Organization Target (CPOT) list – the “Most Wanted” drug trafficking
and money laundering organizations believed to be primarily responsible for the Nation’s illicit
drug supply. The disruption or dismantlement of CPOT-linked organizations is primarily
accomplished through multi-agency and multi-regional investigations directed by the DEA and
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. These investigations focus on the development of
intelligence-driven efforts to identify and target drug trafficking organizations that play a
significant role in the production, transportation, distribution, and financial support of large scale
drug trafficking operations. The DEA’s ultimate objective is to dismantle these organizations so
that reestablishment of the same criminal organization is impossible.
Since the PTO Program is the DEA’s flagship initiative for meeting its enforcement goals,
including the enforcement goals of DEA’s Diversion Control Program (DCP), the performance
measures associated with this program are the most appropriate for assessing the DEA’s National
Drug Control Program activities. The performance measures selected include the number of
active international, domestic, and DCP-related priority targets linked to CPOT targets disrupted
or dismantled and the number of active international, domestic, and DCP-related targets not
linked to CPOT targets disrupted or dismantled. These are the same measures included in the
National Drug Control Budget Summary. DEA’s resources are presented in the Table of Drug
Control Obligations in the international and domestic enforcement decision units and Diversion
Control Fee Account. Reimbursable resources from the OCDETF program contributed to these
performance measures, but are not responsible for specifically identifiable performance.
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In addition to the DCP’s enforcement activities, a large component of the DCP is regulatory in
nature. Specifically, DEA’s DCP is responsible for enforcing the Controlled Substances Act
(CSA) and its regulations pertaining to pharmaceutical controlled substances and listed
chemicals. The DCP actively monitors more than 1.3 million individuals and companies that are
registered with DEA to handle controlled substances or listed chemicals through a system of
scheduling, quotas, recordkeeping, reporting, and security requirements. The DCP implements
an infrastructure of controls established through the CSA and ancillary regulations. This system
balances the protection of public health and safety by preventing the diversion of controlled
substances and listed chemicals while ensuring an adequate and uninterrupted supply for
legitimate needs. As a result of this regulatory component, an additional performance measure,
the number of Administrative/Civil/Criminal Sanctions Imposed on Registrants/Applicants, is
included in this report, which is indicative of the overall regulatory activities supported by the
DCP.
A measure corresponding to the DEA’s state and local assistance decision unit was not included
since most of the resources included in the DEA’s state and local assistance decision unit are
reimbursable resources and the performance associated with the reimbursed activities is more
accurately presented by the reimbursing agencies.
Data Validation and Verification
PTOs
PTOs identified by the DEA’s domestic field divisions and foreign country offices are tracked
using the Priority Target Activity Resource Reporting System (PTARRS), an Oracle database
used to track operational progress and the resources used in the related investigations (i.e.,
investigative work hours and direct case-related expenses). Through PTARRS, DEA assesses
and links PTOs to drug trafficking networks, which address the entire continuum of the drug
conspiracy. Once an investigation meets the criteria for a PTO, the investigation can be
nominated as a PTO submission through PTARRS. PTARRS provides a means of electronically
validating, verifying and approving PTOs through the chain of command, beginning with the
case agent in the field and ending with the headquarters’ Operations Division. The roles in the
electronic approval chain are as follows:
In the Field
•
•
•

Special Agent – The Special Agent, Task Force Officer, or Diversion Investigator
collects data on lead cases that will be proposed as PTOs. They can create, edit, update,
and propose a PTO record.
Group Supervisor – The Group Supervisor/Country Attaché coordinates and plans the
allocation of resources for a proposed PTO. The Group Supervisor/Country Attaché can
create, edit, update, propose, resubmit, and approve a PTO record.
Assistant Special Agent in Charge– The Assistant Special Agent in Charge /Assistant
Regional Director reviews the PTO proposed and approved by the Group
Supervisor/Country Attaché, ensuring that all the necessary information meets the criteria
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•

for a PTO. The Assistant Special Agent in Charge /Assistant Regional Director can also
edit, update, resubmit, or approve a proposed PTO.
Special Agent in Charge – The Special Agent in Charge /Regional Director reviews the
proposed PTO from the Assistant Special Agent in Charge /Assistant Regional Director
and is the approving authority for the PTO. The Special Agent in Charge /Regional
Director can also edit, update, resubmit, or approve a proposed PTO.

At Headquarters
•

•

•

Operations Division (OC) – The Section Chief of the Data and Operational
Accountability Section (OMD), or his designee, is the PTO Program Manager, and is
responsible for the review of all newly approved PTO submissions and their assignment
to the applicable Office of Global Enforcement (OG) or Office of Financial Operations
(FO) section. The PTO Program Manager may request that incomplete submissions be
returned to the field for correction and resubmission. OMD is also responsible for
tracking and reporting information in the PTO Program through PTARRS; and is the
main point-of-contact for the PTO program and PTARRS related questions.
OMD will assign PTO’s based on the nexus of the investigation to organizations located
in specific geographic areas of the world, or to specific program areas. After assignment
of a PTO, the appointed HQ section becomes the point-of-contact for that PTO and
division/region personnel should advise appropriate HQ section personnel of all
significant activities or requests for funding during the course of the investigation. The
Staff Coordinator (SC) assigned to the PTO will initiate a validation process to include a
review for completeness and confirmation of all related linkages (e.g., CPOTs). In the
unlikely event that the documentation submitted is insufficient to validate reported
linkages, the SC will coordinate with the submitting office to obtain the required
information.
All PTO cases that are reported as disrupted or dismantled must be validated by OMD or
the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force – OCDETF Section (OMO). OMD
will validate all non-OCDETF related PTO cases and OMO will validate all OCDETF
related cases. These disruptions and dismantlements are reported to the Executive Office
of OCDETF via memo by OMO.

Administrative/Civil/Criminal Sanctions
The CSA Database (CSA2) is an Oracle database, which maintains all of the historical and
investigative information on DEA registrants. It also serves as the final repository for punitive
actions (i.e. sanctions) levied against CSA violators. During the reporting quarter, the domestic
field divisions change the status of a registrant’s (CSA2) Master Record to reflect any regulatory
investigative actions that are being conducted on the registrant. The reporting of the regulatory
action by each field division is available on a real-time basis through the reporting system within
CSA2, as the investigative status change occurs. The regulatory investigative actions that are
collected in a real-time environment are as follows: letters of admonition/MOU, civil fines,
administrative hearing, order to show cause, restricted record, suspension, surrender for cause,
revocations, and applications denied.
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The Diversion Investigators and Group Supervisors/Diversion Program Managers are tasked to
ensure that timely and accurate reporting is accomplished as the registrant’s investigative status
changes. Group Supervisors/Diversion Program Managers have the ability to view the report of
ongoing and completed regulatory investigation actions for their office/division at any time
during the quarter or at the quarter’s end, since the actions are in real-time.
Targets Projection Methodology
The DEA sets annual and long-term targets that are challenging, but realistic.
PTOs
In the first few years of the DEA's Priority Targeting Program, the DEA repeatedly exceeded its
annual targets for PTO disruptions 1 and dismantlements 2. In response, the DEA refined its
projection methodology by using regression analysis to determine the relative weight of many
independent variables and their ability to forecast the number of PTOs disrupted and dismantled.
Specifically, regression allows DEA to incorporate, test and evaluate a number of independent
variables, including but not limited to arrests, investigative work hours, drug seizures, PTOs
opened, and asset seizures. While the elements of the regression have changed over time with
the elimination of less correlated variables and the addition of new more highly correlated
variables, the disparity between actual performance and established targets has markedly
decreased. Specifically, DEA’s overall FY 2011 actual PTO performance exceeded the
established target by only .11%. This is a phenomenal result to date.
Administrative/Civil/Criminal Sanctions
Projections for the number of Administrative/Civil/Criminal Sanctions levied are derived using
an MS Excel algorithm which compiles and computes a trend (usually linear) utilizing actual
data from the preceding time periods (e.g., fiscal years) and predicts data estimates for
subsequent fiscal years.

1

A disruption occurs when the normal and effective operation of a targeted organization is impeded, as indicated by
changes in organizational leadership and/or changes in methods of operation, including financing, trafficking
patterns, communications, or drug production.
2
A dismantlement occurs when the organization’s leadership, financial base, and supply network are destroyed,
such that the organization is incapable of operating and/or reconstituting itself.
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Measure 1: Number of Active International and Domestic PTOs Linked to CPOT Targets
Disrupted or Dismantled
Table 1: Measure 1
FY 2008
Actual

FY 2009
Actual

FY 2010
Actual

FY 2011
Actual

336

361

500

529

FY 2011 FY 2012
Target Target
460

440

As of September 30, 2011, the DEA disrupted or dismantled 529 PTOs linked to CPOT targets,
which is 15 percent above its FY 2011 target of 460. When compared with FY 2010 actual
performance (500 CPOT linked PTOs disrupted or dismantled), DEA’s FY 2011 performance
represents a 6 percent increase. In the current budget environment, this performance is a
testament to DEA’s commitment to DOJ’s CPOTs, which include the most significant
international command and control organizations threatening the United States as identified by
OCDETF member agencies. For FY 2012, DEA has established a target of 440 PTOs linked to
CPOT targets based on our regression analysis and our budget resources.
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Measure 2: Number of Active International and Domestic PTOs Not Linked to CPOT Targets
Disrupted or Dismantled
Table 2: Measure 2
FY 2008 FY 2009
Actual
Actual
1,759

1,777

FY 2010
Actual

FY 2011
Actual

FY 2011
Target

FY 2012
Target

1,921

2,155

2,110

2,050

As of September 30, 2011, the DEA disrupted or dismantled 2,155 PTOs not linked to CPOT
targets, which is 2 percent above its FY 2011 target of 2,110. When compared with FY 2010
actual performance (1,921 PTOs disrupted or dismantled), DEA’s FY 2011 performance
represents a 12 percent increase. Moreover, a comparison of the FY 2010 actual performance
and the FY 2011 target demonstrates DEA’s willingness to both set ambitious targets and focus
its limited resources toward achieving those goals. For FY 2012, DEA has established a target of
2,050 PTOs not linked to CPOT targets based on our regression analysis and our budget
resources.
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Measure 3: Number of DCP-related PTOs Disrupted/Dismantled
Table 3: Measure 3
FY 2008
Actual

FY 2009
Actual

FY 2010
Actual

FY 2011
Actual

FY 2011
Target

FY 2012
Target

196

224

262

346

290

325

Beginning in FY 2011, DEA reported its DCP PTOs separately under the Diversion Control Fee
Account. As a participant in the PTO program, the DCP is required to report PTOs linked to
CPOT and not linked to CPOT. However, with the nature of the DCP, CPOT linkages are a rare
event. Beginning in FY 2010, with the creation of Tactical Diversion Squads (TDS) in every
domestic field diversion, the DCP began focusing on the identification of PTOs and their
eventual disruption and dismantlement. As the DCP continues to work to fully staff its TDS
groups, PTO performance is expected to increase. In FY 2010, the number of PTOs disrupted
was 156 and the number dismantled was 106. In FY 2011, the DCP disrupted 187 PTOs and
dismantled 159 PTOs, which represents 4 percent and 45 percent above the ambitious FY 2011
targets of 180 disruptions and 110 dismantlements, respectively. As a result of DEA refining its
methodology for identifying DCP PTOs during FY 2011, the actual disruptions and
dismantlements exceeded the established targets significantly. When the FY 2011 targets were
initially established, DEA only counted DCP PTOs were initiated by a diversion investigator.
DEA now includes PTOs initiated by a special agent if the primary drug trafficked by the PTO
is a drug type funded under the Diversion Control Fee Account. For FY 2012, the Diversion
Control Fee Account has set a target of 325 PTOs linked and not linked to CPOTs based on
regression analysis and budget resources.
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Measure 4: Number of Administrative/Civil/Criminal Sanctions Imposed on
Registrants/Applicants
Table 4: Measure 4

FY 2008 FY 2009
Actual
Actual
1,601

1,557

FY 2010
Actual

FY 2011
Actual

FY 2011
Target

FY 2012
Target

1,519

2,110

1,717

1,802

As of September 30, 2011, the DCP imposed 2,110 Administrative/Civil/Criminal Sanctions on
its registrants/applicants, which is 23 percent above its FY 2011 target of 1,717. When compared
with FY 2010 actual performance (1,519), DEA’s FY 2011 performance represents a 39 percent
increase. For FY 2012, DCP’s target for Administrative/Civil/Criminal Sanctions is 1,802 based
on MS Excel algorithm.
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U.S. Department of Justice
Office of the Inspector General

Washington, D.C. 20530

Office of the Inspector General’s Report on
Annual Accounting and Authentication of
Drug Control Funds and Related Performance

Director
Federal Bureau of Prisons
U.S. Department of Justice
We have reviewed the accompanying Office of National Drug Control
Policy (ONDCP) Detailed Accounting Submission, which includes
Management’s Assertion Statement, Table of Drug Control Obligations, and
the related disclosures; and the Performance Summary Report, which
includes Management’s Assertion Statement and the related performance
information, of the U.S. Department of Justice’s Federal Bureau of Prisons
(BOP) for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2011. The BOP’s
management is responsible for the Detailed Accounting Submission and the
Performance Summary Report.
Our review was conducted in accordance with attestation standards
contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. An attestation review is substantially less in
scope than an examination, the objective of which is the expression of an
opinion on the ONDCP Detailed Accounting Submission and the Performance
Summary Report. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Management of the BOP prepared the Detailed Accounting Submission
and the Performance Summary Report to comply with the requirements of
the ONDCP Circular, Drug Control Accounting, dated May 1, 2007, and as
otherwise agreed to with the ONDCP.
Based on our review, nothing came to our attention that caused us to
believe that the Detailed Accounting Submission and the Performance
Summary Report for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2011, are not
presented, in all material respects, in conformity with the ONDCP’s Circular,
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Drug Control Accounting, dated May 1, 2007, and as otherwise agreed to
with the ONDCP.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of BOP
management, the ONDCP, and the U.S. Congress, and is not intended to be
and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.

Mark L. Hayes, CPA, CFE
Director, Financial Statement Audit Office
Office of the Inspector General
U.S. Department of Justice
January 18, 2012
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U.S. Department of Justice
Office of the Inspector General

Washington, D.C. 20530

Office of the Inspector General’s Report on
Annual Accounting and Authentication of
Drug Control Funds and Related Performance

Director
National Drug Intelligence Center
U.S. Department of Justice
We have reviewed the accompanying Office of National Drug Control
Policy (ONDCP) Detailed Accounting Submission, which includes
Management’s Assertion Statement, Table of Drug Control Obligations, and
the related disclosures; and the Performance Summary Report, which
includes Management’s Assertion Statement and the related performance
information, of the U.S. Department of Justice’s National Drug Intelligence
Center (NDIC) for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2011. The NDIC’s
management is responsible for the Detailed Accounting Submission and the
Performance Summary Report.
Our review was conducted in accordance with attestation standards
contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. An attestation review is substantially less in
scope than an examination, the objective of which is the expression of an
opinion on the ONDCP Detailed Accounting Submission and the Performance
Summary Report. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Management of the NDIC prepared the Detailed Accounting
Submission and the Performance Summary Report to comply with the
requirements of the ONDCP Circular, Drug Control Accounting, dated
May 1, 2007, and as otherwise agreed to with the ONDCP.
Based on our review, nothing came to our attention that caused us to
believe that the Detailed Accounting Submission and the Performance
Summary Report for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2011, are not
presented, in all material respects, in conformity with the ONDCP’s Circular,
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Drug Control Accounting, dated May 1, 2007, and as otherwise agreed to
with the ONDCP.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of NDIC
management, the ONDCP, and the U.S. Congress, and is not intended to be
and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.

Mark L. Hayes, CPA, CFE
Director, Financial Statement Audit Office
Office of the Inspector General
U.S. Department of Justice
January 18, 2012
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U.S. Department of Justice
National Drug Intelligence Center
Detailed Accounting Submission
Table of Drug Control Obligations
For Fiscal Year Ended September 30, 2011
(Dollars in Millions)

Drug Obligations by Budget Decision Unit and Function:
National Drug Intelligence Center Salaries and Expenses
Intelligence
Total, NDIC Salaries and Expenses

FY 2011
Actual Obligations
$
33.66
$
33.66

Total Drug Control Obligations

$
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U.S. Department of Justice
Office of the Inspector General

Washington, D.C. 20530

Office of the Inspector General’s Report on
Annual Accounting and Authentication of
Drug Control Funds and Related Performance

Assistant Attorney General
Office of Justice Programs
U.S. Department of Justice
We have reviewed the accompanying Office of National Drug Control
Policy (ONDCP) Detailed Accounting Submission, which includes
Management’s Assertion Statement, Table of Drug Control Obligations, and
the related disclosures; and the Performance Summary Report, which
includes Management’s Assertion Statement and the related performance
information, of the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office of Justice Programs
(OJP) for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2011. OJP’s management is
responsible for the Detailed Accounting Submission and the Performance
Summary Report.
Our review was conducted in accordance with attestation standards
contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. An attestation review is substantially less in
scope than an examination, the objective of which is the expression of an
opinion on the ONDCP Detailed Accounting Submission and the Performance
Summary Report. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Management of OJP prepared the Detailed Accounting Submission and
the Performance Summary Report to comply with the requirements of the
ONDCP Circular, Drug Control Accounting, dated May 1, 2007, and as
otherwise agreed to with the ONDCP.
Based on our review, nothing came to our attention that caused us to
believe that the Detailed Accounting Submission and the Performance
Summary Report for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2011, are not
presented, in all material respects, in conformity with the ONDCP’s Circular,
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Drug Control Accounting, dated May 1, 2007, and as otherwise agreed to
with the ONDCP.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of OJP
management, the ONDCP, and the U.S. Congress, and is not intended to be
and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.

Mark L. Hayes, CPA, CFE
Director, Financial Statement Audit Office
Office of the Inspector General
U.S. Department of Justice
January 18, 2012
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U.S. Department of Justice
Office of the Inspector General

Washington, D.C. 20530

Office of the Inspector General’s Report on
Annual Accounting and Authentication of
Drug Control Funds and Related Performance

Director
Executive Office for the Organized Crime
Drug Enforcement Task Forces
U.S. Department of Justice
We have reviewed the accompanying Office of National Drug Control
Policy (ONDCP) Detailed Accounting Submission, which includes
Management’s Assertion Statement, Table of Drug Control Obligations, and
the related disclosures; and the Performance Summary Report, which
includes Management’s Assertion Statement and the related performance
information, of the U.S. Department of Justice’s Executive Office for the
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces (OCDETF) for the fiscal year
ended September 30, 2011. The OCDETF’s management is responsible for
the Detailed Accounting Submission and the Performance Summary Report.
Our review was conducted in accordance with attestation standards
contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. An attestation review is substantially less in
scope than an examination, the objective of which is the expression of an
opinion on the ONDCP Detailed Accounting Submission and the Performance
Summary Report. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Management of the OCDETF prepared the Detailed Accounting
Submission and the Performance Summary Report to comply with the
requirements of the ONDCP Circular, Drug Control Accounting, dated
May 1, 2007, and as otherwise agreed to with the ONDCP.
Based on our review, nothing came to our attention that caused us to
believe that the Detailed Accounting Submission and the Performance
Summary Report for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2011, are not
presented, in all material respects, in conformity with the ONDCP’s Circular,
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Drug Control Accounting, dated May 1, 2007, and as otherwise agreed to
with the ONDCP.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of OCDETF
management, the ONDCP, and the U.S. Congress, and is not intended to be
and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.

Mark L. Hayes, CPA, CFE
Director, Financial Statement Audit Office
Office of the Inspector General
U.S. Department of Justice
January 18, 2012
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